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Abstract
This opinion article looks at the relationship between human biological make-up, (e.g., the biology, microbiology, genes, and human genetics),
and the human condition on earth looking across two centuries. For the mid-20th century, I examine the work of the great Ukrainian-American geneticist and evolutional biologist, Theodosius Dobzhansky, with an emphasis on three key aspects of his life and career
1. His landmark theorems on genetic variability and adaptability,

2. His science- driven vision of human nature, why humans are born free and what we must do to remain free, and finally,

3. Dobzhansky’s decades long personal struggle to call out non-science masquerading as science-driven policy (the Lysenko debacle).

Trofim Lysenko’s disastrous agronomy program based on anti-genetics and non-science was heralded by political leaders and media alike, dominated food production in two Communist countries, resulted in horrific famine and mass starvation, and was allowed to continue across decades.
Dobzhansky’s individual opposition to this misuse of science that created human suffering and death was juxtaposed to the virtual silence of U.S.
major genetics organizations.
Five rules for having and keeping freedom are presented from Dobzhansky’s 1956 human freedom treatise. Now in the 21st century, there are
interesting parallels to be made. Dobzhansky’s genetics are updated to include the microbiome and the reality that we are by several measures,
mainly microbial taking form as a human superorganism/holobiont. With earth being a microbial planet and humans representing a microcosm
of that life, our place on earth as envisioned by Dobzhansky is even more solidified. Finally, I examine the prolonged microbiome-destroying, immune-altering public health mandates instituted for the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic that increasingly impinge upon human freedoms all in the name of
science. It is useful to ask: What would Dobzhansky have to say about genes and human freedom today?

Keywords: Dobzhansky, Microbiome, Superorganism, Holobiont, Pathobiont, Noncommunicable diseases, Phylosymbiosis, Microimmunosome,
Lysenkoism, SARS-CoV-2, Pandemic, Mandates, Freedom

Abbreviations: NCDs: Noncommunicable diseases and conditions; Staph A: Staphylococcus aureus; WHO: World Health Organization;
Microimmunosome: microbiome-barrier-immune system systems biology unit

Introduction
Theodosius Dobzhansky (b. 1900-d. 1975) was a celebrated
Ukrainian-American geneticist and evolutionary biologist who
is credited with bringing together a remarkably diverse body of
genetic, evolutionary, and cultural knowledge to form what became
known as the Synthetic Theory of Evolution, also known as the
Modern Synthesis of Evolutionary Theory [1]. Among numerous
accomplishments (which included bringing genetics to much of
Latin America [2], Dobzhansky formulated paradigm-shifting

science through what became known as the “balance hypothesis.”
This hypothesis stresses that lots of genetic variation within
populations is a wonderful thing as it provides equal opportunity
for success. It is the foundation of how earth organisms, especially
humans, naturally operate. These views both reflected his research
findings and helped to mold his world view.

To both honor Dobzansky’s historical work and to show its
usefulness in today’s context, this opinion article is divided into two
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parts. The first part highlights Dobzhansky’s breakthrough science
and broader pursuit of the societal meaning of humans on earth. It
will highlight Dobzhansky’s history, background, and battles, which
are little known today. Knowledge of Dobzhanky’s struggles to
preserve the integrity of science and human freedom are being lost.
Yet, there are lessons in his experiences that we need more than ever.
Much of Dobzhansky’s career included personal battles against the
anti-science, anti-genetics worldview and practices embraced by
Marxism and Communism that threatened both science and human
freedom. These battles and his life experiences in the new Soviet
Union provided the context for his genetic-cultural-societal 1956
book, “The Biological Basis of Human Freedom” [3]. This book
includes not only Dobzhansky’s arguments that genetically as
humans we deserve to be free, as evidenced by the title, but also his
guidance concerning what we must do to keep our freedom.
The second part of this article brings Dobzhansky’s foundational
mid-20th century struggle into the 21st century. Here, it can help
guide us as we face our own version of the “politics of science” and
a new form of “anti-science” that restricts human freedoms. In the
21st century there are no longer “humans” as we used to think of
ourselves. There is the human superorganism. We now know that:
1.

Earth is a microbial planet.

2.
Most complex organisms on earth, including humans, are
superorganisms/holobionts.

3.
Humans may be the symbiotic pinnacle, the richest
source of symbiotic microbial life among all of earth’s complex
organisms and

4.
Few complex organisms on earth can thrive or even
survive without their microbial co-partners. Yet, we are on
a collision course with ourselves in pursing an anti-microbe
global attack.

In a nutshell, for all of life on earth to continue, earth microbes
including our copartners must be protected. Microbial health is
our health. Our prime directive should be to protect and nurture
the human microbiome. The human microbiome contains greater
than 99% of all our genes [4]. When microbial life is threatened,
humans become untethered from earth, our genes are stripped
away, our metabolic capacities are diminished, and the human body
that has relied on microbes for millenia becomes damaged and
loses its functions (immunological, neurological, gastrointestinal,
reproductive). We are challenged to survive. The life’s lessons
of Theodosius Dobzhansky, particularly when updated for
superorganisms and the era of the microbiome, is timely for the
present and any future pandemics. There are disturbing parallels
between the public health pandemic mandates of today and the
freedom gutting, anti-genetics campaign of the past century. As
will be described, the Stalin-Lysenko 20th century anti-genetics

campaign led to untold human suffering and massacres. That antigenetics campaign has been replaced by today’s attack on microbes
and fear of everything microbial. Almost inconceivably, a single
pathobiont is today’s justification for loss of human freedom. It is
time for a Dobzhansky redux to save the human superorganism.

Dobzhansky: Right Time, Right Place

Dobzhansky reached adulthood just as Russia took Ukraine into
the Soviet Union. This set a course affecting the remainder of his life
and career. After marrying a fellow geneticist in 1924 and studying
genetics under a Russian scientist in Kiev then in St. Petersburg,
Dobzhansky had the opportunity to leave the Communist sphere
of the recently formed Soviet Union, never to return. In fact, after
Dobzhansky left, the Soviet Union sequestered his early records
and work for decades preventing a glimpse of his earliest work [5].
In 1927, Dobzhansky received a fellowship from the Rockefeller
Foundation’s International Education Board to come to New York
City to study in the Drosophila genetics lab of Thomas Hunt Morgan
at Columbia University. When Morgan moved his laboratory to Cal
Tech in 1928, Dobzhansky went with him [2,6] eventually becoming
a faculty member at Cal Tech, Columbia University, The Rockefeller
Institute, and the University of California at Davis.

Dobzhansky’s Scientific Legacy

For the 20th century, Dobzhansky provided a clear path
reconciling the ideas of Gregor Mendel and Charles Darwin by
bringing in newer ideas from a whole host of biological disciplines.
He did so while training more than 30 graduate students and
serving as a professor at Cal Tech, Columbia University, and The
Rockefeller Institute [1]. Importantly, Dobzhansky showed that
it was necessary to adapt prior core scientific concepts to new
discoveries as a way to discern the place and role of humans on
earth. Along with his colleague, Herman Joseph Muller, one of
Dobzhansky’s major findings dealt with hybrid incompatibilities
and speciation [7]. Called the Dobzhansky-Muller Model, it led to
our understanding that when populations diverge to such an extent
that mating produces hybrids that have chromosomally-derived
incompatibility, the offspring will either die or be sterile. The effect
is that a new species is created. Hence, Dobzhansky provided an
important genetic explanation for Darwin’s observations of species
in the 19th century.
Eventually, Dobzhansky separated conceptually from Muller
and formed what became known as the “balance hypothesis.” His
research work in the tropics (Brazil) and studies of tropical niche
diversity led him to believe that it was very advantageous to have
lots of genetic variation within a population. This was because
today’s most promising genotype in terms of “fitness” could end
up in the dustbin of tomorrow’s changing conditions on earth.
Dobzhansky relished genetic diversity and what has been termed
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by some authors as the “equality of opportunity” [8]. While
Dobzhansky worked primarily on the genetics and evolution of fruit
flies. His stated ultimate goal was to better understand humans
and our place in the universe [8]. It is from the vantage point as
a scientific leader in 20th century understanding of genetics and
evolutionary biology that in 1956 Dobzhansky published his work
“The Biological Basis of Human Freedom.”

Dobzhansky Rejects Communism and its Anti-Genetic,
Lysenkoism-Fueled, Human Massacre
Dobzhansky’s initial time in the US was via a Rockefeller
Foundation fellowship to work with Morgan. As the situation in
his Soviet homeland continued to deteriorate both in terms of loss
of freedoms and politics of permittable science, his temporary
stay in the U.S. became permanent. Dobzhansky was deemed a
non-person in his homeland. Rather than genetics coming to the
forefront under Stalin, the opposite happened. A disbeliever in
genetics and breeding, Trofim Lysenko led Soviet agriculture into
what, in retrospect, seems like a ridiculous science-devoid program
to appropriately “educate” Soviet crops. Annual crop failures and
mass starvation ensued [9]. Decades later after Stalin’s death and
Lysenko’s star had faded, Communist China adopted his agricultural
plans to the same end [9].
As described by Qury [10], Lysenko was a perfect tool for first
the Soviet Union and then Communist China’s population relocation
and massive population reduction initiatives. Importantly, it
required two elements:
1.
Lysenko overtly lying about his experimental results so
his protocols could be implemented first nationally and then
internationally to China.

2.
State News that covered up for Lysenko and his failed
outcomes. Importantly, there is a lesson to be learned from
Lysenko’s disastrous, anti-science agricultural policies, which
were aggressively promoted by political leaders (to the extent
that they silenced and sometimes killed the voices of reason).
The lesson is that citizens have a right to see the scientific
details leading to science-based policy changes. Soviet and
Chinese citizens were not so lucky during much of the 20th
century.

The culmination of the anti-genetic, anti-science movement in
the Soviet Union came at the 1948 Meeting of the Lenin All-Union
Academy of Agricultural Sciences where Lysenko and Stalin finally
vanquished genetics [11]. Dobzhansky and a handful of prominent
geneticists had been railing against the Communist anti-genetic
movement and waging personal battles to that effect. However, as
described by Sekya [12], the fledgling Genetics Society of America
utterly failed to mount a clear organizational effort and statement

against the very political movement (Soviet Lysenkoism and
Communism) that wanted to destroy it. Scientific freedom was in
jeopardy. Dobzhansky and his closest genetics colleagues would
resist this, but largely on their own. It is from these experiences
that Dobzhansky prepared his book ‘The Biological Basis of Human
Freedom.” Benjamin Franklin, a scholar and prominent founder of
the American republic, had a reputed exchange when asked by a
woman what kind of government they had created. His reply was
“a republic…. if you can keep it.” In a similar vein, Dobzhansky’s
message is that humans are inherently free by our nature, if we can
keep it.

Five Rules from Dobzhansky for Having and Keeping
Human Freedom

In the final section of Dobzhansky’s 1956 book [3], he provided
five rules that flow from human genetics, evolution, and culture and
are critical for having and keeping human freedom. They are listed
as follows:

You have the right to choose freely between ideas and
acts

As Dobzhansky states “The ability of man to choose freely
between ideas and acts is one of the fundamental characteristics
of human evolution. Perhaps freedom is even the most important
of all the specifically human attributes. Human freedom is wider
than “necessity comprehended,” which is the only kind of freedom
recognized by Marxists. Man has freedom to defy necessity, at
least in his imagination. Ethics emanate from freedom and are
unthinkable without freedom” [3, see page 134].

Freedom of choice trumps unthinking (automatic)
conformity

As Dobzhansky states “There is no automatism that will carry
him upward without choice or effort and there is no trend solely in
the right direction. Evolution has no purpose; man must supply this
for himself” [3, see page 134].

Do not willingly isolate yourself. We are made for society

As Dobzhansky says “Interpersonal relations constitute the
most important aspect of human environment” [3, see page 124].
(Note: Dobzhansky indicates that this original idea was derived
from C. D. Leake.)

Do not forsake your core human connections

Families and communities are the significant unit. Dobzhansky
states “Tribes are units of natural selection” [3, see page 126-127].

Question everything

The minute you are told not to do so, be very suspicious. As
Dobzhansky states “Despite any exhortations to the contrary, man
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will not permanently deny himself the right to question the wisdom
of anything” [3, see page 129].

we are even more a representation of life on earth than had been
imagined in the mid-20th century.

Earth is a microbial planet [13] and across the human
microbiomes (the bacteria, viruses, fungi, archeae and their genes)
located in various body sites, we have a very good representation of
that life on earth [14]. We are a microcosm of earth’s microbial life
and are intrinsically linked with earth’s microbes. Additionally, we
are very mobile. So, we spread those microbes far and wide much
like John Chapman (better known as Johnny Appleseed) who was a
pioneer nurseryman distributing apple trees as he traveled across
the American Midwest.

is when microbial communities recapitulate the phylogeny of
their hosts [20,21]. This means that the microbiome and host
become synced, and that host fitness (and wellness) depend
upon this continued syncing. Deviation of the microbiome beyond
the boundary tolerated by the host immune system produces
incompatibilities. As discussed by Lim and Bordenstein [19],
microbiome transplants across this host-tolerated barrier result
in survival and fitness/health problems. Dietert [22] discusses
how poor microbiome seeding and/or microbiome degradation
and repopulation have potential hazards. The outcome of the host
immune system encountering a microbiome that is outside of
tolerable limits is holobiont breakdown via inflammation-driven
noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) [22]. One can view much of
human disease as being a problem with phylosymbiotic breakdown.

Updating Dobzhansky’s Genetics for the The Microimmunosome and Phylosymbiosis
Microbiome Revolution
Phylosymbiosis as described by Lim and Bordenstein [19]

The human microbiome contributes greater than 99% of the
genes for the human body [4]. As a result, if you are researching
human genetics, metabolism, physiology, immunity, it is hard to
overlook the microbiome. Microbial genes constitute the vast
majority of “human” genetics vs. human chromosomes. For the
fruit fly species Dobzhansky extensively researched Drosophila
pseudoobscura, the story is a little different. In general, fruit flies
have a limited diversity of gut bacteria. For Drosophila melanogaster
where there is more specific analysis of the microbiome than in
Dobzhansky’s research species, there are between 5-20 different
microbial species [15]. However, the D. pseudoobscura flies put
their microbiome to good use. A recent study found that female
selection of mates is dependent at least in part on males having a
complete microbiome. If everything else is equal, the females prefer
the older male [16].
Of course, there is a 21st century update of the DobzhanskyMuller Model of speciation as discussed by Dietert and Dietert
[17]. From the work of Seth Bordenstein (Vanderbilt University),
Kevin Theis (Wayne State Medical School) and their colleagues,
it is clear that speciation is not restricted to host chromosomal
incompatibilities in hybrids that separate populations into new
species [18]. Speciation can occur when there are microbiomeimmune incompatibilities across populations. In this case the
microbial genes are just as important in the process as are the
chromosomal genes of the host. So, the Dobzhansky-Muller model
had to be updated to work for earth’s superorganisms. New
principles of biology have been identified that pertain to holobionts
and hologenomes [18] including the human holobiont.

One wonders if the hidden impact of human microbiome genes
could have been a part of what Dobzhansky had been perceiving
as extensive human genetic variation across populations. Certainly,
Dobzhansky believed that humans were well suited for life on earth.
But what is known about the human microbiome now suggests that

Public Health Mandates That Ignore Fundamental
Superorganism Biology and the Microbiome Revolution

A long list of mandated human restrictions has been imposed
on healthy humans for prolonged intervals during the pandemic of
2020-2021. Early-on in the pandemic response process, a multiinstitution, landmark paper was developed and published in the
Proceeding of the National Academies of Sciences (PNAS) by a group
of highly-prestigious microbiome, biomedical researchers [23]. This
PNAS paper called out several instituted public health mandates
as being inherently anti-microbiome and leading to significant
destruction of an already depleted [23] human microbiome. The
Finlay et al. [23] paper shows all one needs to know about the
threat to human superorganism completeness, long-term health,
and wellbeing. The authors suggested some modified measures
that could lessen the impact of the problematic mandates. But
to date, few, if any tangible steps have been taken among public
health leaders to spare the microbiome. Is this the Lysenko redux
that Kean (The Atlantic) and Qury (European Scientist) warned
us about? In support of the effort of those scientists involved in
the PNAS paper, Table 1 [24-51] provides additional information
regarding several public health pandemic mandates and their
impact on the microimmunosome as well as other microbiomedriven systems biology units (e.g., Gut-Immune-Brain and Gut-Bile
Acids metabolism).
Some of the more common restrictions shared across countries,
states, and provinces provide useful examples for discussion (as
shown in Table 1). Those decisions, which were justified as based
on public health and supposedly grounded in the latest risk-benefit
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science, have a problem. That problem is that the decisions run
completely counter to both Dobzhansky’s single-species view of
20th century human biology (despite it being 65 years old) and to
21st century microbiology and our fundamental knowledge of the

human superorganism/holobiont. It could be 20th century science
that underpins recent public health pandemic “policy” [17]. But, if
so, it is certainly not providing the best scientific ideas that century
had to offer [3].

Table 1: Recent Public Health Mandates That Damage the Microbiome and Microbiome-Driven Physiology.
Public Health-Based
Decision

Targeted Factors Needed to Maintain
Superorganism Health

Adverse Impact(s) on the Microimmunosome
and Other Systems Biology Units

Relevant References

Persistent,
Widespread Use of
Facial Masks

Skin, Nasal and Oral Microbiome Balance; Mirror
neurons, communication, empathy, and infant
development; Risk of pathobiont-induced and
psoriatic lesions

Degraded colonization resistance; elevated
risk of pathobiont infections and psoriatic
lesions (skin, airways, oral); risk of elevated
inflammation, Loss of communication and infant
neurodevelopment cues

[24-28]

Isolation/Lockdown

Social Distancing/
Hypersanitation

Pursue activities that aid microbiota diversity,
and physiological homeostasis, Ability to obtain
healthy food, pursue physical activity, have
meaningful human-human contact, spend time
in sunlight and nature, get timely treatment of
NCDs
Exchange of friendly microbes; Maintenance of
skin, nasal, and oral microbiomes

Microbiome erosion due to lack of sustaining and
replenishing environments and reduced human
contact, decrease in food security and timely
medical care for NCDs, potential adverse impact
on caregivers, and those with disabilities
Lack of exposure to friendly commensals; Over
sanitization and killing of skin microbiota; Nasal
and oral microbiomes affected by repeated
volatile organics exposure

[23, 29-31]

[32, 33]

Vitamin D above minimum levels is needed for
both microbiome balance and effective immune
function, Sunlight can have an anti-allergy effect
in children; Exposure to soil bacteria such as
Mycobacterium vaccae are anti-allergic and
improve neurological health

Low vitamin D is a risk factor for both risk for
Covid-19 infection and risk of severe disease;
Low sunlight increases the risk of multiple
sclerosis, Soil bacteria like Mycobacterium vaccae
have anti-allergic and anti-anxiety effects.

[34-39]

Restricted travel and
visits to family and
friends

Family and community interactions are part of
what sustain us in challenging times.

[44,45]

Restricted Access to
Seeds During Spring
Planting

Foods rich in phytonutrients, free from
herbicides/pesticides and free from problematic
processing (e.g., sugar, emulsifiers) are needed to
support the microimmunosome

Mandates that impede support structures create
public health problems, not solutions. One
example is the adverse effects when family/
friend caregivers are banned from postoperative
hospital visits

Closed Parks, and
Beaches
Closed Gyms

Exercise benefits the microbiome and
microbiome-related metabolism

It is careless, if not dangerous, in the 21st century to pursue
public health decisions while seemingly ignorant of the significance
of the microbiome. The microbiome has a role in:
a.

Organismal integrity.

c.

Metabolic and immunologic regulation.

b.
d.
e.

Systems biology physiological functions.
Colonization resistance against pathobionts.
Regulation of chronic disorders.

f.
The overall health and wellbeing of humans. The path to
protecting human health does not run though the destruction
of the human microbiome.

Sedentary lifestyle risks for microbiome
composition and microimmunosome function.

Increased reliance on limited food sources
that offer mainly processed, factory-farmed
foodstuffs; Loss of health benefits associated
with outdoor gardening; Loss of food security at
a time of crisis.

[40-43]

[46-51]

Masking Intentions, Aiding Pathobionts
As illustrated in Table 1, the most significant hazard from
persistent, prolonged mask wearing falls into two categories.: direct
adverse impact on microbiomes and problem with gut-to-vagus
nerve-to-brain neurological function. The skin, nasal and possibly
oral microbiomes are impacted by the changed environment of the
facial covers. In association with reduced colonization resistance
in the skin, there is an increased risk of impetigo. One of the
pathobionts that contributes to impetigo is Staphylococcus aureus
(Staph A) [52]. Besides the fact that Staph A is often antibiotic
resistant, Staph A carriage is a risk factor for the development of
asthma [53]. Asthma has 36 distinct comorbidities associated with
it [22]. Staph A, with its enterotoxins, combined with an elevated
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risk of asthma is not a trivial side effect. An additional problem with
the prolonged mass population masking is an increased risk for
psoriatic skin lesions falling into several different categories [54].

A second problem is the inability to engage the full face of
other humans. Masking up and blocking the face means that mirror
neuron empathy is missing, communication is incomplete, and
potential anxiety is elevated over inability to discern intent [55-57].
We are forced to engage in distinctly non-human-like interactions
with others we meet. This goes to the heart of suppressing precisely
what Dobzhansky found is a core human trait and need: humanhuman meaningful contact.

Lockdowns of the Healthy

Lockdown of healthy individuals vs. the sick is an interesting
public health choice. But it is also one that is uncommon, if not
unprecedented. In looking for a precedent one example comes to
mind. It is a legendary mass lockdown that was imposed on healthy
humans in the name of safety and justified as necessary for the
public good. That was the lockdown of all citizens of Coventry,
England during the ride of Lady Godiva. Of course, the ride of
legend itself was in protest to government over-reach (oppressive
taxation). Fortunately, unlike the present Covid-19 lockdowns,
Lady Godiva’s ride was not said to have persisted for months on
end. However, like today, there were severe consequences for a lack
of compliance. It appears that public health experts are invoking
the Lady Godiva rule both frequently and on short notice. At least
as a second round of potential mass lockdowns are being seriously
considered, there are some voices suggesting that “groupthink” on
locking down entire populations might be a mistake [58].

No Treadmill for You

The almost immediate closure of gyms, which is part of a healthy
lifestyle for many people, is an obvious negative factor in our ability
to maintain overall fitness and a robust microbiome. There is little
substitute for including physical activity as part of a preventative
medicine plan. Not surprisingly, being cloistered and sedentary is
not a physician’s prescription for reducing the risk of future chronic
disorders/NCDs. Note that the World Health Organization indicates
that for a majority of people globally, NCDs rather than infections
are the cause of death [59].

Taboo Sand, Sun, and Greenspaces

Much like the gym ban, the ban on access to beaches and
parks prevents people from getting natural vitamin D via sunlight
and outdoor exercise beyond their backyard. Beyond natural
vitamin D exposure, sunlight has protective effects against certain
immune dysfunction-associated allergies [34] and the autoimmune
neurological condition, multiple sclerosis [60]. Additionally,
greenspace exposure has been identified as an important factor
in pain management associated with a variety of diseases and

conditions [39] plus specific soil bacteria can protect against
allergies as well as depression/anxiety.

Alcohol/Triclosan? Up

Social distancing while over sanitizing is a problematic
combination for keeping a healthy microbiome. Frequent use of
anti-bacterial solvents (alcohols or worse holdovers that might
contain triclosan) does what it is supposed to do, it kills your
microbes. Mahmood et al. [33] recently discussed the issue that
hand sanitizers are not innocuous relative to human health.
Overuse can be as much of a hazard as under use [61,62]. There
is the problem that hand sanitizers are being used (and overused)
with the intent to kill Covid-19 virus. But in killing bacteria both
on people and in the environment (e.g., surfaces), the bacteria that
grow up next are likely to have more antimicrobial resistance [63].
This means that hand sanitizers/antimicrobials you over-use today
are likely to become less effective next week or next month. There
is a life span for effectiveness of anti-microbials. Short term gain for
long term increased pain and lethality is the actual public health
formula that comes to mind.
Once the skin, etc., microbiota are killed, what happens to the
depleted microbiome? Non-contact with others means that the
commensal microbes you did not want killed and need back for
a healthy skin, nose, and mouth are less likely to be replenished
via healthy human contact. Where will they come from? Or will
your microbiome remain depleted/dysbiotic? Take heart, one
recent study indicates that children can readily pick up their
dog’s microbiota [64]. However, we know that both hospitals [65]
and assisted living facilities [66] are potent sources of antibiotic
resistant pathobionts. Those facilities may become the source of
the microbes completing a deficient microbiome, thereby, making
that microbiome even more dysbiotic.

Family Visits/Travel

SARS CoV-2 (Covid-19) restrictions included bans on travel
to certain areas and on visiting high risk family members. While
this could be understandable for brief intervals during the initial
outbreak, prolonged blockage of the very interactions that help
humans thrive is mystifying. Public health officials and politicians
following their suggestions ended up prohibiting the very
interactions that Dobzhansky concluded are an essential part of
being human (family/community/tribe human-human contact).
Their actions were dehumanizing. If risk-benefit analysis was done
on the detrimental effects of prolonged human family disruption
including with potential family caregivers, it was not widely
disseminated among the public. Many people died alone, banned
from receiving any family support. As Alejandra Victoria Capozzo
(Institute of Virology and Technical Innovations, Argentina) said in
her Frontiers of Public Health paper “If we lose humanity, it will be
our fault. We will not be able to blame it on the virus” [44].
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Seeds of Hope
One of the most surprising and least logical mandates (even
if short lived) was a ban on selling seeds in Michigan. At the time
(April 2020) [67], continued food availability was a major concern.
Additionally, it was a time that spring planting would take place
for those who pursued backyard or community gardening. The
opportunity to work outdoors, get more sunshine, physical activity,
and produce a portion of the family’s food while controlling the
food quality all contribute to better health. Scientists have noted
that backyard and community produce production is particularly
important for poorer, underserved communities such as in Detroit
[49] and economically suffering urban areas of Michigan [50].
Furthermore, other cities and local governments outside the U.S.
have touted urban gardening as “Seeds of Hope” in building food
resiliency specifically as an answer to the Covid-19 pandemic [51].

Conclusions

Dobzhansky’s research and scholarship were not only

remarkable in terms of his contribution to our understanding of
genetics and evolution, but also for his insights into the role of
humans on earth. He posited we were biologically born to be free
but needed to work to keep it. Dobzhansky was among a handful
of prominent geneticists to warn about the con of non-science
(Lysenkoism) touted by political leaders and media alike as the
“science” that must be followed. Ratcheting forward to this century,
the most significant change is in our understanding of human
genetics. As human superorganisms, we are mainly microbial. Our
place in the world is even more reflective of life on earth. Earth’s
predominant life-form (the microbes) is our predominant gene pool.
But ironically, many public health mandates particularly during the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic have produced a parallel effect to what was
seen with Lysenkoism. The mandated restrictions disconnect us
from the very things that make us human: our commensal microbes,
our human-human interactions (i.e., humanity), and our freedom.
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